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How To Get A
Laser Variance

ArgonTV.com is
coming soon!!

Martin Chambon lights up
Waffle Pancake House

!

Welcome

Welcome to November!

This month's edition is slightly delayed thanks to 2
hurricanes that ripped through the Philippines at the end
of October and took out my power!
But hurricane or not...
Here we are!

In this month's edition we look at one topic which is of great importance, especially if you
work with lasers in the U.S.
We have been asked about How To Get A Laser Variance many times by the community
and I was really amazed to see the level of protection compliance actually gives to the laser
industry.
Join me as I chat with Grant Kondourajian as he simplifies the complex requirements.
The Pandemic caused chaos to many businesses.
Lighting Lab is an example of how one company (Eddy Sound) shifted to new concepts and
ides.
Be inspired to do similar in a lively discussion with McKenley Hoelmer

So see you inside...

May our light always shine bright...
Tim Bennett & Jane Ido
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Lighting Lab
Crisis? What crisis...?

Click Here To Here The Whole Interview

Anyone can sail a ship in calm waters...
So the very familiar saying goes...
And recently our industry went into a major storm as we plunged into
pandemic.
You might think that to begin a career in the events industry the same
month all events got shut down, might make you want to change careers...
Not so for McKenley Hoelmer...

Lighting Lab
When all you have is space... shift!
With a "screw it, let's do it," attitude... McKenley from Eddy Sound
decided to step back, take a look at what they had and shift into
another direction...
For years our industry has been claiming to be so creative...
well now it's time to show how creative we are.
At a time when so many 'creative' companies chose to sadly close
down, Eddy Sound, made a decision to shift from what they could no
longer do, into something new.
And Lighting Lab was born!
Using empty space they turned it into a studio that can be used for inhouse performances.
Observing safety protocols, they changed the direction of the
company with some amazing results.
Watch the full interview to be inspired!.

Click Here To Watch The interview

Lighting Lab

The BRKN Music Video - Videographer Gabriel Jacobson

Click Here To Watch The interview

Lighting Lab

Photographer Russell Klimas
Aerialist Hannah Bowlby

Click Here To Watch The interview

Lighting Lab

Click Here To Watch The interview

5 Reasons you need to use cinemagraphs in your
business
1 - The big brands are using cinemagraphs
2 - Social Media networks now automatically loop video
3 - Cinemagraphs tell stories… within a second or two!
4 - They drive engagement because they’re, well, like magic
(think Harry Potter photographs)!
5 - You don’t even have to create your own or pay anyone
big bucks… thanks to this package of pre-created
cinemagraphs

How To Get A
Laser Variance

How To Get A
Laser Variance
For many years, I have been saying that only professionallly
recognized operators, should be allowed to use lasers.
I don't think the public should be allowed to due to the hazards.
I was recently asked for information about getting a variance and I
have to admit, I didn't know much about it.
so I went on an investigation and discovered what a variance actually
is and how it controls who has a laser.
With the help of Grant Kondourajian, from GKLighting, I began to
understand just what a variance does.
If you are based in the U.S and work with lasers, this is essential
information for you...
If you live outside the U.S there is a whole treasure trove of tips and
guidelines that you may want to implement.
Listen to the whole interview here <=====

How To Get A
Laser Variance
U.S law prohibits the use of lasers in excess of 5mw in public places.
A variance is given to an operator allowing them to project lasers
over 5mw in public places as long as they follow the safety
guidelines laid out by the FDA and CDRH.
It is a minefield of forms, however in this discussion, Grant no only
explains what can and can't be done with a variance, but also takes
us on a walk-through of all the forms...
And there are many!
Grant explains such details as who is the variance holder and who it
covers.
Freelance operators need to get their own variance.
Annual reports must be filed, product reports must be submitted...
It's all explained in the interview with Grant.
Listen to the whole interview here <=====

How To Get A
Laser Variance
Here are some of the questions I asked Grant...
What is a variance?
Do you need safety training to get a variance?
Who is the variance holder?
Who provides the equipment product report?
Does a 1 day event need a variance?
What happens when you sell, lease or loan a laser to a 3rd party?
What happens if you operate a laser in a public place without a
variance?
What happens if you don’t submit an annual report?
Listen to the whole interview here <=====

Training Corner

Character Design and Rigging Tutorials
Lip Syncing Techniques in Toon Boom Animate
Walk and Run Cycles Tutorial
Four Leg Walk Cycles Tutorial
Animation Exercises
Stick Men Animations
Limited Time Offer – Two Animate Character Packs!

Check it out here

I

ENTERTAINMENT EVENT LASER SAFETY
CONSIDERATIONS

IS YOUR
LASER SHOW
SAFE?

By Roberta L McHatton, LSO Owner/Consultant, Laser Safety
Services LLC
Email: roberta@lasersafetyservices.com
Food for Thought: It is always better to have more powerful
lasers, right?
Wrong – Not only can the higher the power lasers offer greater
the risk but they have limited artistic appeal.
Just because one company can offer ‘high powered’ lasers does
not mean you will get a better show.

FIND OUT
WITH
ROBERTA!

For most theaters 3-5W lasers are adequate.
More lasers rather than more powerful lasers will generally be
more impressive to your audience.
Think about it this way, multiple lasers can provide multiple beam
‘sources’ rather than just the 2-6 V shaped beam patterns from 26 lasers.

Buyer beware - buying off on ‘high power’ lasers may not get you the ‘best deal’ for
your money!
Specular and Diffuse Reflections
We touched on this topic at the end of our last article.
We mentioned mirror like or specular reflections and diffuse or fuzzy reflections like
brushed chrome in our last article.
Laser operators must assess each venue prior to zoning to determine all sources of
reflection and types of reflection.
Operators need to look for mirror like surfaces such as glass framed pictures, crystal
chandlers, polished balcony railings.
The good news is that these are permanent fixtures that a skilled operator can avoid
via programming/zoning with a little care and enough time.
Additionally, there might be movable objects that lasers need to avoid that change with
each and every set up – such as when lasers are mounted at waist height behind a
drum kit.
Each stage/venue can be different thus preprogramed lasers might need to be
rezoned.

Fun Fact: Not all reflections are the ‘enemy’ of the laser operator!
Theatrical smoke/fog produce ‘diffuse’ reflections that give that swirling cloud of color
over your audience that add a dreamy effect to your production.
A word of caution when using theatrical haze – be sure to consult with the venue about
the possibility of setting off fire alarms.
Ask the building maintenance to see how sensitive the fire/smoke alarms can be.
You don’t want to raise alarm or evacuate the venue because of theatrical smoke or
haze!
If outdoors be aware that using theatrical smoke can be challenging if it is windy but so
worth it!

Photo provided by ER Productions

Speaking of reflective surfaces – what about mylar confetti or balloons?
The operator will need to work with the production managers and designers to avoid
lasing the mylar confetti.
We recommend using mylar only after lasers have been used – certainly never project
intentionally onto mylar confetti or glitter.

What about use of mirror balls?
Generally, we do not ever recommend lasing a mirror ball.
However, if the ball is stationary – not rotating or swaying at all – one can lase from the
waist of the ball upwards (north of the equator so to speak) giving a sparkle effect onto
walls and ceiling…the question is where will those sparkles be and how much
power/energy (w/cm2) do they have.
To achieve similar safer effect, we recommend using a diffraction grating filter on a
rotating wheel mounted inside the projector aimed at the ceiling.

Fun Fact: Don’t be blinded by the laser light!
Are you performing at fairs or carnivals where
mylar balloons are sold?
Ask that they not be allowed into the venue!!!!

Production Values – What Do You Need to Know?
Beyond structures and reflective surfaces what about other production values such as
trapeze or ribbon artists dropping from cat walks, or moving scenery.
Will the production manager remember to notify a laser operator prior the ribbon
artist dropping inches from your lasers?

And what about moving truss with or without reflective objects?
I will never forget the first time I saw trussing move as part the production values – I
never expected it thus I thought it was falling, was out of my seat to help save people!
This is now a common and very effective aspect of some productions that add a
dimension to lighting designs that add excitement for the audience.
A wonderful effect until a clamp slips.
If the clamp is for a lighting piece of gear like a par can the slippage might ruin the look
of the design but no one is in danger.

On the other hand, what if the clamp for a laser projector perhaps due to vibration of a
moving truss causing lasers to be accidentally directed into the audience?
The operator, at FOH, might not be aware of the lasers dropping as they are not
watching the full beam path as it projects over their shoulder.
The solution is to assign crew members to watch from stage who have clear view of
beam paths positioned next to an e-stop they could activate.

And then there can be a lift that raises up with lasers that are supposed to activate at a
certain dramatic moment.
Lasers are often pre-programmed to auto play using a click track but lifts are often
activated by a different system…what could possibly go wrong???
Worst case lasers come on might set the stage on fire or blast crew or performer in the
face at close range.
Solution – operator can only activate the lasers by hand (not pre-programed to come
on automatically) after a crew member has confirmed via clear-com that lift is fully
raised and in position.

Procedural control measures are actions taken by the LSO/Operator to ensure risks are
mitigated.
Examples of procedural control measures are announcing to crew when zoning is
about to begin, assigning crew to assist in watching beam path during
alignment/zoning, knowing where e-Stop buttons are, educating crew on laser hazards,
completing safety checklist to verify lasers are mounted securely, verify beam blocks
are locked into place, and ‘mask’ around aperture, if needed, to avoid beams hitting
unwanted reflective objects.
Event producers are expected to provide administrative support to the laser operator
who is the on-site Laser Safety Officer.
It is your job, as laser operator, to ask for support!!!
During zoning do ask for 1-2 crew members to assist you by watching the beam path at
any time please provide someone during zoning.
Why?
Because a laser operators are usually looking at their monitor to zone and program…..
not the beam path itself!
Have a crew member literally looking over your shoulder so that they can tell you
instantly if they see anything of concern.
Preferred Control Measures – Engineering or Procedural? Next Issue!!!

If you would like to
be featured in
ArgonTV...
Then Click Here To Reserve

Hansel & Gretel At Halloween
The lasermapping event we did, was
collaboration between a few dutch laserists.

a

We did the mapping in a ‘live-setting’ so there was
no timeline programming or such..
We used Pangolin Beyond as software and did the
projection with 4 x 12 watt Lightspace lasers 40K
and 1 x 15 watt custom build with Saturns.

The location is a dutch ‘waffel/pancake house’ that is build by the Hansel and Gretel tales..
The halloween shoot was an promotional videoclip that we shot in the woods.
By combining co2 fog and a single 15 watt rgb laser we created a very spooky and
beautiful way to let the dancers (zombie clowns) appear by stepping true the tunnel of
laser light.
This was also controlled by Pangolin Beyond Advanced, on an Alienware laptop.
We use PeaSoup smoke machines with blowers.
Currently working on a next ‘laser event’ that will be awesome to see..
More info soon
Regards! Martin - Wicked Lasers The Netherlands
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Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

I like Richard Mach...
He does great stuff with lasers that some people just dream about...
From Galactic Party to Laser Girls to Laser Mapping and everything in
between...
Richard sent me his photos to share!

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Check his websites out at:
http://www.richardmach.cz/
https://www.galacticparty.cz/

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Prisma Light Festival – Aveiro, Portugal
https://youtu.be/76NIOO_0fX8
6x 20W Kvant Spectrum
4x30k in first distributed scanning zone
2x30k in second distributed scanning zone

Building - District Council Aveiro https://goo.gl/maps/wbxgfsNCuoPd8uk56

Music LasermanCZ – Retro Games
PAC-MAN - Evolution 8bit Pixel Dubstep
(LasermanCZ mix)
OTC - Here We Go (Mario Trap Mix LasermanCZ edit)
LasermanCZ – In The Front Line With Space Invaders

Event - Prisma Aveiro festival https://prisma.aveiro.pt/en/

Client - Aveiro city

photos https://www.facebook.com/media/set?
vanity=LasermanCZ&set=a.3430036287103176

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

FUAVR – Prague, CZ
https://youtu.be/RoqkMZIyYzo
6x 3W Kvant ClubMax3000 (2pcs with Saturn 1)
4x 30k in first distributed scanning zone
2x 60k in second distributed scanning zone
Music - Stranger Things (LasermanCZ edit)
Building - Institute of Physics - https://goo.gl/maps/2XEKTYa1r2cS8FGQ6
Client - Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences
Event - Experience the city differently - https://zazitmestojinak.cz/en

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Hotel Thermal – Karlovy Vary, CZ
https://youtu.be/0w-gB4qC-tc
2x 20W Kvant Spectrum (real old school - upgraded many times)
3x 14W self build by Wizi - https://www.facebook.com/vasek.wizi
6x 3W Kvant ClubMax3000 (4x 30k / 2x60k)
Music - LasermanCZ - Abstract Noises
LasermanCZ - Velorex Ride (LasermanCZ remix)
Jay30k - Back To The Future (LasermanCZ mix)
Building - Hotel Thermal, Karlovy Vary, Czech Republic
https://goo.gl/maps/iWYq9YYfVraPF2FB9
Client - Karlovy Vary City
Event - Vary Září (Shining Vary - festival of light)
Photos - https://www.facebook.com/LasermanCZ/posts/3349360511837421

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Troja Castle – Prague,CZ
https://youtu.be/C-7FwHX5swQ
2x 20W Kvant Spectrum (real old school - upgraded many times)
3x 14W self build by Wizi - https://www.facebook.com/vasek.wizi
3x 3W Kvant ClubMax3000 (2x 30k / 1x60k)
Music - Sambrosa – Forever Yours
PAC-MAN - Evolution 8bit Pixel Dubstep (LasermanCZ mix)
Epic Technology - Powerful
Building - Troja Castle Prague - https://goo.gl/maps/mUFkp3ye6qeXPKey8
Client - PXE Prague - https://www.pxeaukce.cz/
Event - corporate party

Galactic Party To Laser Mapping
- The One And Only
Richard Mach

Porsche 911
https://youtu.be/sxqoCOALC7I
2x 3W Kvant ClubMax3000
Music - Corporate
Client - Porsche CZ
Event - Porsche 911 2019 launch

Boodang Trick or

Treat

Union Hall With Nevin Tarnowski
With the Co-vid pandemic still happening, it is no surprise that everyone in the
entertainment world has been impacted. Everyone ranging from production companies
and technicians to artists and attendees have taken a hard hit.
And Halloween events that were once of large scale have now had to be toned down
dramatically.
I really wanted to bring some “oomph” for this Halloween EDM show.
I wanted to return that energy you usually see on the massive stages pre-Covid.
It has also been a goal of mine to do a Halloween show where I combine lasers that
slash the air and old horror movie visuals that frighten the body.
I am very grateful to have had the chance to bring this to life and to bring that energy
back.
Lasers: Nevin Tarnowski
XYZ Beamz
https://www.xyzbeamz.com/
Photo: Jerry Jin
Jin Media https://jinmedia.ca/
Event, Venue: Boodang Trick or Treat, Union Hall

The follwing photos show what an amazing event it was!
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Joe Ricci...
I'm kind of in a unique situation as I'm not with a laser
company...
Laser shows have been part of my job for the last 35 years.
I started out recording content on tape from a P-4 image
generator (Laser Systems Development Corp.) and now use
Pangolin Beyond.
We also use background effects from our Digistar 6 full dome
system.

The Gallery
A Selection Of Photos From Amazing Events

Joe Ricci...
My info:
Joe Ricci
Technical Specialist
Rochester Museum & Science Center
Strasenburgh Planetarium
jricci@rmsc.org
https://rmsc.org/strasenburghplanetarium/shows

The Gallery
A Selection Of Photos From Amazing Events

Photo from Joe Ricci..

The Gallery
A Selection Of Photos FromAmazing Events

Joe Ricci...
We were fortunate to reopen our Planetarium in Rochester, New
York at the end of June.
We installed a new laser system (9x KVANT ClubMax 2000FB4)
and Pangolin Beyond.
So I've been busy converting our old Showtime content and
adding new beam content.
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